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We have investigated the reaction n + p •+• (pn") + p for neutron

momenta in the range of 50 GeV/c to 300 GeV/c. Substantial resonance

production is observed, particularly in the kinematic regime where the

Deck mechanism is not expected to be dominant. As expected for diffractive

production, the cross section has very weak energy dependence. The

characteristics of the angular correlations are qualitatively those

predicted by the Deck model.
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In an accompanying paper* ' we discussed the properties of piT systems '

produced in the coherent dissociation of neutrons off nuclear targets.

Here we investigate the features of diffractive production using a hydro-

gen target. The apparatus, except for the substitution of a hydrogen

target for the nuclear-sample target box, is identical to that already

described.' ' The hydrogen target consists of a high-pressure vessel

capable of withstanding gas pressures of <100 atmospheres. The active

target region is 20 inches in length;this region is defined by a thin veto-

counter at the upstream end, and by a trigger counter at the downstream

end of the high-pressure volume. A set of 16 plastic scintillator strips,

each 1/4 inch thick, 11/16 inches wide and 20 inches long, surround azimuthally

the active target region at a distance of 1 7 inches from the neutron

beam axis (see Fig. 1). The sixteen scintillator elements are each viewed

at both ends, with the aid of plastic light pipes, using photomultiplier
12)

tubes located outside of the high-pressure vessel. ' The trigger re-

quirement for an acceptable np •*• (pir~)p event consists of the following:

no signal in the upstream veto-counter contained within the target vessel,

a signal in the downstream trigger counter, two and only two charged par-

ticles exiting the spectrometer magnet, and a signal in only one of the 16

azimuthal counters. Subsequent to the spatial reconstruction of the forward

pir" system (V) a check is made of the correlation between the transverse

direction of the V system and the position of the activated azimuth counter

for that event. The distribution in the angle ($} between the transverse

direction of the forward pir~ system and the transverse direction of the

recoil proton, as specified by the center of the activated azimuthal

counter, is peaked at 180° (see Fig. 1). This peak, which signifies the

presence of our signal, has the expected width of -22.5°; the peak to
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background ratio is ~ 5/1. In the data to be presented we have

imposed a cut-off band on $ centered at 180° (i.e., 180° +_ 15°). To

account for contamination of our ppir" final state, we have subtracted

from jthe data in the signal band of $ = 180° ± 1 5° tne data ^n ^ sum of

targets. All raass distributions appear to display fine structure at

-1.7 GeV mass values and possible rapid changes near 1.5 GeV. Cross sections for

the 1.7 GeV enhancement are more prominent at larger momentum transfers.

To investigate in more detail the correlation between t1 and M for

production in hydrogen we display in Fig. 3 the cross section in t1

for various regions of M. A strong dependence on M is observed for

the t1 spectrum, particularly for M < 1.4 GeV.^ ' In Table I we display

the results of fits of the form exp (-bt1) to the data at 0.04 < t1 < 0.16

GeV . Jt is observed that the't1 spectra have strong curvature (or "breaks")

2 2
near t1 = 0.2 GeV at small M values. For t1 > 0.4 GeV the data appear^

to take on a universal form C-exp(-4t1)], essentially independent of M.

The change of slope near t1 =0.2 GeV2, and the disappearance of this

the backgrburid bands: § > 195° {to:210° andliX 150° :to:i650. A small

subtraction (-2%) for taVget-emp^

Figure 2 displays the mass spectrum of the forward-produced pir"

system in our hydrogen data, corrected for acceptance of the spectrometer.

Data are shown for three t1 intervals: (a) 0.02 to 0.08 GeV2, (b) 0.08

to 0.20 GeV2, and (c) 0.20 to 1.0 GeV2. (The cut-off at t1 = t = 0.02
2

GeV was chosen to assure an unbiased sample of events. The losses below
2 ' ••'

t = 0.015 GeV are quite severe because, under our typical running condi- |
1 5

tions of 50 atmospheres of pressure for the hydrogen gas target, recoil |
protons of momentum <60 MeV/c do not have sufficient energy to reach one f

-•A

of the azimuthal counters to trigger the interaction.) Ignoring the con- f

tribution from coulomb production in the nuclear data of reference (1), we
2 1

that the mass spectrum for t'<0.08 GeV is similar to those observed for nuclear 1
i

'i
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effect at large M, has been interpreted in terms of the dominance of non-

flip amplitudes for M<1.4 GeV and spin-flip contributions for M>1.4

Our data indicate the presence of large flip as well as non-flip helicity
.,,.: -,_.-_:•, ,.,.. ,... .... - (A\.

amplitudes fdr M<1.4 GeVlA*;
 :..

to '"demonstratethe nchnec^ of the angular distributions we present

in Fig. 4 a scatter plot of the cos 8 vs $ decay angles of. the proton in

the Gottfried-Jackson (GJ) frame. We note a severe depletion in the re-

gion of cos 6 = 0.6 and 4> = 0°. It is interesting that a suppression of

a similar nature is expected in this region of (cos 8,4>) space if production

is dominated by the Deck effect.'5' In fact, the low-order decay moments

in the Gottfried-Jackson frame display a mass dependence which can be
(4)roughly reproduced by the Deck models '

The fact that the contribution from Deck processes is expected to

peak near cos8=+l has prompted a group at the ISR to examine the dependence

of the diffractively produced two-body mass on cos9.^ ' As displayed in

Fig. 2, at Fermilab energies there does not appear to be as dramatic a

dependence ui: the pir" mass on cos9 as was observed at the ISR. In Fig. (5)

we present t distributions for M<1.35 GeV, separately for negative and

for positive values of cos8. The distributions are observed to display

a strong dependence on cose, qualitativaly similar to that expected from

a Deck model.

If the Deck effect contributes to our reaction, it is expected that

the azimuth $„ of the proton in the helicity frame of the pir" system will

be particularly useful in distinguishing the Deck contribution from/other

(perhaps resonant) production channels.^0' In Fig. (6) we display dis-

tributions in prr" mass for the proton's cos <bu > 0.9 and cos 6U < -0.9
H n

(the Deck contribution occurs mainly for cos ^<0). It is clear from

these data that two separate production processes may, in fact, be
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responsible for the np •*• pup reaction.

In Fig. (7) we present the energy dependence of the cross section

for pu" production at small M (integrated over t ) . We,observe that to

within 10% uncertainty the cross sections are energy independent between |

50 and 300 GeV/c. . . I
if
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Mass Interval

(GeV)

< 1.25

1.25 - 1.35

1.35 - 1.45

1.45 - 1.55

1.55 - 1.65

1.65 - 1.75

1.75 - 2.00

Table I

Slope Parameter Values

•

Sloped

(GeV"2)

19.1 ± 0.9

15.0 ± 0.7

12.8 ± 0.6

6.8 ± 0.7

4.9 ± 0.6

4.2 ± 0.6

4.2 ± 0.8

(a) Value of the parameter b from a fit of the data to the form

exp(bt). The range of |t| in the fit was 0.04 to 0.16 GeV2

2
for the first four mass bands and .04 to 0.5 GeV for the
last three mass regions.
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Figure Captions

1. Schematic of the sixteen scintillation strips placed azimuthally about

the hydrogen target region. The angle $ is between the center of an

activated strip (recoil proton) and the transverse momentum of the forward

produced pir" system (V).

2. Mass distribution of pn" systems for several regions of t. The cross

hatched insert at the top corresponds to events with cos8>0 (Gottfried-

Jackson angle of the forward proton). At the larger t values there is

only a weak dependence on cose.

3. Momentum transfer distributions for forward-produced piT systems as a

function of PIT" mass.

4. Correlation between the cos 8 and 4> of the forward proton in the

Gottfried-Jackson frame.

5. The t-dependence on cos0 in the Gottfried-Jackson frame.

6. Mass spectra for two regions of <|>H of the forward proton in the s-channel

helicity frame. The Deck contribution is expected to dominate cos^-O.g.

7. Energy dependence of the cross section for neutron dissociation off a

hydrogen target. The data have been integrated over t.
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